
Canadian Provinces and Territories 

You can present your province or territory the way you want, but you have to prepare 12 

questions for our final board game at the end of the year. The questions have to be handed to 

me on May 1, 2019. 

One or two provinces or territories will be presented every time we meet. We start on the east 

coast and travel to the west coast and then the north.  

Province or territory drawn : ______________________________________________________ 

Date of presentation : _________________________ 

12 questions : 

1- Capital city 

2- Population 

3- Official language(s) 

4- Avian symbol (National bird) 

5- Floral symbol (National flower) 

6- Tree symbol (National tree) 

7- Biggest lake 

8- Highest Point 

9- 10- Interesting facts (2) 

11-12- Famous  attractions (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Animal Description  

Animal presentation due on December 7. 

You have to present your animal on a poster. Keep it short and visual. You have a maximum of 4 

minutes. 

- complete body of the animal with labels for its body parts (at least 5) 

- average height and weight with comparisons (ex. : The mouse is as heavy as 5 elephants) 

- common and scientific names 

- information on its habitat 

- the names of the father, the mother and the baby if available 

- gestation length, size of litter, cycle of life 

- interesting fact 

- influence of man 

- canadian distribution (map) 

 

My animal : __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Canadian Legends 

You will have to read a canadian legend and play it to tell us the story.  It can be a human-size 

play or a miniature one with dough or paper puppets, it can be a muppet show or a stop-motion 

movie.  Just as long as we can sit and enjoy  the story playing in front of us. You will be in a team 

of two. Siblings can be together. You can film it on video if you are too shy to play in front of 

everybody.  

I am handing you the books on January 11. The presentations are on March 15 and April 12. You 

have a maximum of 8 minutes. 

Title of my book : ______________________________________________________________ 

 

Canadian illustrators 

You have to write a short biography of the illustrator, name a few of his popular books and give 

your appreciation of his artistic work. 

Presentations on February 22. Max 2 minutes. 

 

My illustrator : ________________________________________________________________ 

 

Canadian Postcard Exchange 

You have to write two postcards (they can be identical) to children of two classes in other  

provinces. (I’m still waiting for the list, I’ll give you information as soon as I get it). Tell them 

about your home, your homeschooling life, your surroundings… In return, we will receive, as a 

group, 25 postcards from around Canada. They will arrive at my house and I will read them to 

you in our English meetings. 

We have to send our postcards before April. We will write the real postcards together on 

February 22, but you have to write your text at home before. 

 


